Intermediate Project Manager
(Permanent Full Time)

HIRING: Project Manager - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia - immigration sponsorship not authorized.
Watch the 20 second Project Manager posting video:
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/johnlohnes_projectmanager-pmbok-agilescrum-activity6902297796108775424-2nii

This role is only open to candidates that will be residing in, and legally permitted to work in, Canada.
We are looking for passionate and dedicated individual who want to join our client's mission to accelerate the
adoption of electric-first marine vessels by leveraging software to improve financial outcomes and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
IntraTEC Employment Solution Inc. is the exclusive recruitment representative for RIMOT's
Rimot is a progressive and growing technology company based in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia with a talented team
that develops products to solve complex software challenges on the network’s edge in the industrial,
communications and energy spaces. The company is developing software to unlock the full potential of batteries
on board electric marine vessels to the benefit of both vessel operators and utilities alike.
What you will be doing
The Project Manager works collaboratively with the Rimot team to manage planning and execution and balancing
of multiple projects starting with those relating to deployment of marine vessel energy management technology.
You will work closely with the software development team and project stakeholders to ensure that project
outcomes support the development team as they build Rimot software product(s). An important part of your role
will be to coordinate the day-to-day activities of project team members. You’ll bring a project management
mindset to projects to control cost, schedule and scope while meeting customer objectives and targeted project
outcomes.
Experience - Does this sound like you?








2-5 years of project management experience with demonstrated use of project management best practices
(Ie. PMBOK, Agile, etc.)
Prior project management experience with technology deployment projects in industrial, energy, marine, or
similar sectors
Experience with project management toolsets and software like MS Project, Jira or others
Entrepreneurial mindset and an understanding and respect for the positive value software products can
bring to customers
Cares about users, great design, documentation, process improvement, collaboration, and teamwork
Excellent time management and problem-solving skills, with good communications skills
Thinks the environment matters and wants to help with greener energy and bluer oceans

Rimot.io Inc. recognizes the need for a flexible workplace and offers employees the ability to work both in-person and
remotely to best align with the company needs and public health and safety measures.

Interested in learning more about the Project Manager role we are seeking to staff?
Email your updated resume to John.Lohnes@IntraTEC-ES.com

